Bureau:
- Julie Gabriel, President
- Joel Dhumez, Vice-president
- Gilles Le Duigou, Vice-president, special responsibility for competitions
- Gerhard Schmitt, Treasurer
- Siniša Kovačić, General Secretary
- Martin O’Malley, Adjutant General Secretary

Anti-Doping Commission:
Martin O’Malley - chair
Peter Straub - Anti-doping education strategy
Janez Obreza

Arbitrage Commission:
Maja Odzic – chair
Gerhard Schmitt
Rodolphe Redon
Gennadiy Volovikov

Athletes Commission
Morgan Alexander
Marion Montanari
Niko Ryytty
Peter Nyilasy
Rebecca Mandefu
Thomas Horstmeyer

Canne Commission:
Viktor Lovászi - chair
Gerhard Schmitt
Celine Mechouar
Jon West
Janez Obreza

Coaches Commission
Annukka Volotinen - chair
Miroslav Odzic
Roger Rahier
Martin O’Malley
Hubert Abella
Ethics commission
To be appointed

Competitions Commission:
Gilles Le Duigou - chair
Rodolphe Redon (Savate Pro)
Siniša Kovačić
Maja Odzic

Feminine Commission:
Annukka Volotinen – chair
Julie Gabriel
Maja Odzic

Youth Commission
Miodrag Rakic - chair
Viktor Lovášzi
Martin O’Malley
Guillaume Livonen

Marketing & Promotion
Liu XiaoHong
Siniša Kovačić
Julie Gabriel

Communications Commission: (website, social media, newsletters etc.)
Laura Dawson
Mei Lee
Claude Rose

Development Commission:
HamidReza Hesaraki (Western, Southern & Central Asia) - chair
Azfar Zhinghut (Indian Ocean & African countries)
Madame Liu XiaoHong (Eastern & South East Asia)
Samuel Ramos (the Americas, with specific attention to South America)
Gennadiy Volovikov (Caucasus, Caspian)
Sergei Bulanov (other Russian-speaking countries)
Alain Tardits (special missions)

Discipline Commission
Gerhard Schmitt – chair
Samuel Ramos for legal aspects
Gennadiy Volovikov
Rodolphe Redon
Jean-Marie Rousseau
Laura Dawson
Fédération Internationale de Savate
5 rue Alexandre Darracq, 94320 Thiais, France
http://fisavate.org  email : fisavate@gmail.com

**Statutes:** updating the statutes
Samuel Ramos
members of the bureau
Peter Straub

**Mediterranean Commission :**
Miguel Bordera
Gilles Le Duigou
Alfredo Lallo

**Medical Commission :**
Andre Monroche - chair
Gerhard Schmidt
Jean-Luc Huon
Jen Anikina (eye specialist)

**Europe:** Rodolphe Redon (France), President
**Africa:** Tarek Mehdi (Tunisia), President
**Americas:** Samuel Ramos (Mexico), Charge de Mission
**Asia:** HamidReza Hesaraki (Iran), President